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Ami Yim Teliph

Ami Yim Teliph is a Player Character played by Ace.

Ami Yim Teliph

Species & Gender: Female Iromakuanhe
Organization: Independent
Occupation: Mercenary

Physical Description

Ami is a 6' 2“ (1.8m), toned woman weighing in at 154 lbs (69.8 kg). She totes pale purple skin, blue
eyes, and auburn hair that she tends to wear in a loose ponytail that reaches to about her shoulder
blades. She sports plentiful E cup breasts and her measurements are 33-26-40. Ami is also covered in
minor scars from her years wandering the wastes and her employment as a mercenary with the most
noticeable ones being a large slash from her left eye brow to her jawbone, and a burn scar on her lower
right side directly below her ribcage.

Personality

Ami is a very straightforward person to the point that she sometimes thinks out loud and can get lost in
those thoughts. She prefers to address grievances face to face rather than behind someone's back and is
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slow to pick up on social ques. Ami prefers to be alone but still very much enjoys company albeit in
moderation. She tends to tackle problems head on and prefers to start relationships with trust but is slow
to forgive injustices to herself or those she holds close to her. She tends to be a very calm and rational
person while not in battle but will quickly become very excited when engaged in combat and prefers
hand to hand or close quarters combat over ranged weaponry.

History

Ami Yim Teliph was born 23日 2月 YE 03 in Mazerin. Born to a Mazerinii mother and a Sund Wakir father,
Ami was raised primarily by her mother until she reached her adolescence when she then went with her
father to follow his lifestyle which she felt a closer fit for herself. When she reached adulthood she
decided to become a mercenary as she wished to explore more of the universe and all it had to offer.
After her first few years of independent mercenary work showed very little success she decided to take a
stint in the employ of Psychopomp and decided to take advantage of some of their services to enhance
herself which the company was more than happy to oblige excited to be able to work on an Iromakuanhe,
a very rare opportunity for them. After her contract ended, she decided to move on feeling she didn't
mesh well with the company. She then applied with the NDC at the suggestion of one of her old
coworkers.

Inventory

Clothes and Equipment

Slash Resistant Combat Gloves - Black
Combat Boots - Black
Combat Vest - Grey
Combat Pants - Grey
Canteen - Green
Tube Top - Black
Compression Shorts - Black
T-Shirts - 3 pairs
Long-sleeved Shirts - 2 pairs
Pants - 2 pairs
Shorts - 2 pairs
Underwear - 4 pairs
Sport Bras- 4 pairs
Socks - 4 pairs
Shoes - 2 pairs

Weapons

Electrified Knuckledusters
Sword Spear
Rokheus & Surma H36-1
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OOC Information

This page was created by Ace on 07, 03 2021 at 13:02.

In the case Ace becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes

Character Data
Character Name Ami Yim Teliph
Character Owner Ace
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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